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Abstract
The success of deep learning has been widely recognized in many machine learning tasks during the last decades, ranging from image classification and speech recognition to natural language understanding. As an extension of deep learning, Graph neural networks (GNNs) are designed to solve the non-Euclidean problems on graph-structured data which can hardly be handled by general deep learning techniques. Existing GNNs under various mechanisms, such as random walk, PageRank, graph convolution, and heat diffusion, are designed for different types of graphs and problems, which makes it difficult to compare them directly. Previous GNN surveys focus on categorizing current models into independent groups, lacking analysis regarding their internal connection. This paper proposes a unified framework and provides a novel perspective that can widely fit existing GNNs into our framework methodologically. Specifically, we survey and categorize existing GNN models into the spatial and spectral domains, and reveal connections among subcategories in each domain. Further analysis establishes a strong link across the spatial and spectral domains.

1 Introduction
The effectiveness of deep learning [28] has been widely recognized in various machine learning tasks [42; 43; 22; 49; 35] during the last decades, achieving remarkable success on Euclidean data. Recent decades has witnessed a great number of emerging applications where effective information analysis generally boils down to the non-Euclidean geometry of the data represented by a graph, such as social networks [27], transportation networks [4], spread of epidemic disease [38], brain’s neuronal networks [36], gene data on biological regulatory networks [12], telecommunication networks [14], and knowledge graph [32]. Such non-Euclidean problems on graph-structured data can hardly be handled by general deep learning techniques. Modeling data by the graph is challenging due to that graph data is irregular, i.e., each graph has a variable size of nodes, and each node in a graph has a different number of neighbors, rendering some operations such as convolutions not directly applicable to the graph structure. Recently, there has been increasing interest in extending deep learning for graph data. Inspired by the success of deep learning, ideas are borrowed from deep learning models to handle the intrinsic complexity of the graph. This rising trend attracts increasing interest in the machine learning community, and a large number of GNN models are developed based on various theories [8; 25; 13; 19; 2; 46].

Despite GNNs dominate graph representation learning in recent years, there is still a limited understanding of their representational power and physical meaning. The lack of understanding of GNNs significantly hinders the comparison and improvement of state-of-the-art methods. This gap also makes it challenging to extend GNNs to many domains such as business intelligence or drug development, since black box models may be associated with uncontrollable risks. Therefore, there is a pressing need to demystify GNNs, which motivates researchers to explore a generalized framework for GNNs [53; 16; 55]. However, these works can only explain few GNNs, and the interpretation for the majority of GNNs is still missing.

There exist a large number of different mechanisms among current GNNs, such as random walk, Page Rank, attention model, low-pass filter, message passing, and so on. These methods can be classified into several coarse-grained groups [37; 20; 56; 58; 50] such as spectral [8; 25; 13] and spatial domain [19; 2; 46]. However, the current taxonomies fail to provide an understanding of the connections among different GNN models. Elucidating the underlying mechanisms of GNNs, and understanding connections among all types of GNNs is still at the forefront of GNNs research [53; 48; 31; 50]. This work is not trivial since the mechanisms behind existing GNNs are not inherently consistent, so their internal connection remains unclear. This gap incurs difficulty in understanding GNNs and comparing emerging methods. Previous surveys of GNNs [37; 20; 56; 58; 50] focus on categorizing current models into independent groups and expounding each group separately without analysis regarding their relationship.

The objective of this paper is to provide a unified framework to generalize GNNs, bridging the gap among the existing works in spatial and spectral domains which are currently deemed as independent. The main focus of this work is the connection among GNNs from a theoretical perspective, going beyond existing taxonomies and designing a new scheme for GNNs. Our research is unique in how it links present works of various categories of GNNs. Firstly, we briefly introduce the proposed framework, including spatial and spectral domains, and present their internal connection. Then detailed subcategories from the spatial and spectral domains are
provided respectively, and several popular GNN examples are used to illustrate our taxonomies in each subcategory. Detailed contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. **Proposing a taxonomy for summarizing GNN approaches in the spatial domain.** This paper unifies GNN methods in the spatial domain by formulating spatial operation on graph connectivity. Then GNNs can be treated as the same function of graph matrix with different configurations.

2. **Providing a taxonomy for summarizing GNN methods in the spectral domain.** This survey categorizes GNN models by frequency response function in the spectral domain, and applies approximation theory to illuminate their generalization and specialization relationship.

3. **Incorporating spatial and spectral models into a unified framework.** By comparing the analytical forms, the proposed framework links the frequency response function of the spectral domain and node aggregation function in the spatial domain.

The rest of this survey is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce problem setup and necessary preliminaries. Then we present details of our proposed taxonomy in Section 3. Section 4 and 5 elaborate the details of the proposed taxonomy. We conclude the survey in Section 6.

## 2 Problem Setup and Preliminary

This section outlines the background of graph neural networks and problem setup.

**Definition 2.1 (Graph)** A graph is defined as $G = (V, E, A)$, where $V$ is a set of n nodes, $E$ represents edges. An entry $v_i \in V$ denotes a node, $e_{i,j} \in E$ indicates an edge between node $i$ and $j$. The adjacency matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ is defined by $A_{i,j} = 1$ iff there is a link between node $i$ and $j$. Graph signal or node attributes $X \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times D}$ is a feature matrix with each entry $x_i \in X$ representing the feature vector on node $i$.

Learning node-level embeddings can be summarized as

$$Z = f_\Theta(G, X), \quad (1)$$

where $\Theta$ indicates the parameters of the model. We aim to find a $f_\Theta(\cdot)$ which can integrate graph structure and original node attributes, outputting a new node embedding $Z$. Since this review focuses on two major categories, i.e., spectral and spatial methods, two related definitions are listed below for understanding this paper.

**Definition 2.2 (Spatial Method)** Treating graph Laplacian $L$ [11] as spatial connectivity among nodes, spatial method integrate $L$ and signal $X$:

$$Z = f(L, X). \quad (2)$$

Therefore, spatial methods focus on finding a function $f(\cdot)$.

**Definition 2.3 (Spectral Method)** Graph Laplacian is defined as $L = D - A \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ where $D$ is degree matrix. Due to its generalization ability [7], the normalized Laplacian is defined as $\hat{L} = D^{-\frac{1}{2}} LD^{-\frac{1}{2}}$. The Laplacian $L$ is diagonalized by the Fourier basis $U$ [i.e., graph Fourier transform] [44; [2]; [60]], $L = U \Lambda U^\top$ where $\Lambda$ is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the corresponding eigenvalues (i.e., $\lambda_i = \lambda_i$), and $U$ is also called eigenvectors. The graph Fourier transform of a signal $X$ is defined as $\hat{Z} = U^\top X \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times D}$ and its inverse as $X = U \hat{Z}$. A graph convolution operation is defined in the Fourier domain such that

$$f_1 * f_2 = U[(U^\top f_1) \odot (U^\top f_2)] \quad (3)$$

where $\odot$ is the element-wise product, and $f_1/f_2$ are two signals defined on node domain. It follows that a node signal $f_2 = X$ is filtered by spectral signal $f_1 = U^\top g$ as

$$\hat{Z} = f(\hat{L}, X) = U[g(A) \odot (U^\top X)] = Ug(A)U^\top X \quad (4)$$

where $g$ is known as frequency response function of filter $\hat{L}$. Therefore, spectral methods is defined as learning $g(\cdot)$.

## 3 The proposed taxonomy

As shown in Fig. (1), the proposed framework categorizes GNNs into the spatial (A0) and spectral (B0) groups, each of which is further divided into three subcategories respectively. By transforming the analytical form of these subcategories, we found three relations of equivalence as below:

(A1) Local Aggregation $\iff$ (B1) Frequency Aggregation:

Through graph and matrix theory, Local Aggregation adjusts weights on a set of neighbor nodes, which corresponds to adjusting weights on frequency components in Frequency Aggregation.

(A2) Connectivity Order $\iff$ (B2) Approximation Order:

Accumulating different orders of neighbors in Connectivity Order can be rewritten as the sum of different orders of frequency components, which is exactly the analytical form of Approximation Order.

(A3) Propagation Type $\iff$ (B3) Approximation Type:

Propagation Type defines a label propagation with or without reverse propagation, while Approximation Type adjusts filter function with or without simple denominator (i.e., 1). In this way, they share the same formula after a simple transformation.

Sections 3 and 4 will discuss details of the proposed taxonomy, and illustrate each subcategory with several GNN examples.

## 4 Spatial-based GNNs (A0)

Several important aspects are often discussed in the existing literature of spatial methods, such as self-loop, normalization, high-order neighbors, aggregation, and combination among nodes. Based on these operations, we propose a new taxonomy of graph neural networks, categorizing spatial-based GNNs into three groups:

### 4.1 Local Aggregation (A1)

A number of works [41; 53; 52; 16; 19; 46] can be treated as learning the aggregation scheme among first order neighbors (i.e., direct neighbors). This aspect focuses on adjusting the weights for node and its neighbors to reveal the pattern regarding the supervision signal. Formally, updated node embeddings, $\hat{Z}(v)$, can be written as:

$$\hat{Z}(v_i) = \Phi(v_i) h(v_i) + \sum_{u_j \in N(v_i)} \Psi(u_j) h(u_j), \quad (5)$$

where $u_j$ denotes a neighbor of node $v_i$, $h(\cdot)$ is their representations, and $\Phi/\Psi$ indicate the weight functions. First item on the right hand side denotes the representation of node $v_i$, while the second represents the update from its neighbors. Degree normalization has better generalization capacity, which is not only due to some implicit evidence but also because of a theoretical proof on performance improvement.
Applying random walk normalization, Eq. (5) can be written as:
\[
Z(v_i) = \Phi(v_i) h(v_i) + \sum_{u_j \in N(v_i)} \Psi(u_j) \frac{h(u_j)}{d_i},
\] (6)
or symmetric normalization:
\[
Z(v_i) = \Phi(v_i) h(v_i) + \sum_{u_j \in N(v_i)} \Psi(u_j) \frac{h(u_j) \sqrt{d_i d_j}}{\sqrt{d_i d_j}},
\] (7)
where \(d_i\) represents the degree of node \(v_i\). In a simplified configuration, weights for the neighbors (\(\Psi\)) are the same. Therefore, they can be rewritten in matrix form as:
\[
Z = \phi X + \psi D^{-1} A X = (\phi I + \psi D^{-1} A) X
\] (8)

or
\[
Z = \phi X + \psi D^{-1/2} A D^{-1/2} X = (\phi I + \psi D^{-1/2} A D^{-1/2}) X,
\] (9)
where \(\phi\) and \(\psi\) are the weights. Eq. (8) and (9) can be generalized as the same form:
\[
Z = (\phi I + \psi \hat{A}) X
\] (10)
where \(\hat{A}\) denotes normalized \(A\), which could be implemented by random walk or symmetric normalization. Several state-of-the-art methods are selected to illustrate this schema:

1. **Graph Convolutional Network** [25] is a simplification of ChebNet [13]. GCN adds a self-loop to nodes, and applies a renormalization trick which changes degree matrix from \(D_{ii} = \sum_j A_{ij}\) to \(\hat{D}_{ii} = \sum_j (A + I)_{ij}\). Specifically, GCN can be written as:
\[
Z = \hat{D}^{-1/2} \hat{A} \hat{D}^{-1/2} X = \hat{D}^{-1/2} (I + A) D^{-1} \hat{A} X = (I + \hat{A}) X,
\]
and the result of GCN is exactly the sum of the current node and average of its neighbors.

2. **GraphSAGE** [19] with mean aggregator averages a node with its neighbors by:
\[
Z(v_i) = \text{MEAN} \left( \{ h(v_i) \} \cup \{ h(u_j), \forall u_j \in N(v_i) \} \right),
\] (11)
where \(h\) indicates the representation, and \(N\) denotes the neighbor nodes. Eq. (11) can be written in matrix form:
\[
Z = \hat{D}^{-1} (I + A) X = ( \hat{D}^{-1} + \hat{A} ) X,
\] (12)
which is equivalent to Eq. (10) with \(\phi = 1\) and \(\psi = 1\). Note that the key difference between GCN and GraphSAGE is the normalization. The former is symmetric normalization and the latter is random walk normalization.

3. **Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN)** [53] updates node representations as:
\[
Z = (1 + \epsilon) \cdot h(v) + \sum_{u_j \in N(v_i)} h(u_j) = [(1 + \epsilon) I + A] X,
\] (13)
which is equivalent to Eq. (10) with \(\phi = 1 + \epsilon\) and \(\psi = 1\). Note that GIN does not perform normalization.

### 4.2 Order of Connectivity (A2)

To collect richer local structure, several studies [2; 13; 48; 45; 17] involve higher orders of neighbors. Since direct neighbors (i.e., first-order neighbors) are not always sufficient for representing the node. On the other hand, large order usually averages all node representations, causing an over-smoothing issue and losing its focus on the local neighborhood [30]. This motivates many models to tune the aggregation scheme on different orders of neighbors. Therefore, proper constraint and flexibility of orders are critical for node representation. High order of neighbors has been proved to characterize challenging signal such as Gabor-like filters [1]. Formally, this
type of work can be written as:

$$Z(v) = \phi h(v) + \sum_{u_i \in N(v)} \psi_i h(u_i) + \sum_{u_i \in N^2(v)} \psi_i h(u_i)$$

where $u_i^{(n)}$ indicates a $n$-th order neighbors of node $v$. Eq. (14) can be rewritten in matrix form:

$$Z = (\phi I + \sum_{j=1}^k \psi_j A^j) X = P(A) X,$$

where $P(\cdot)$ is a polynomial function. Applying normalization, Equation (15) can be rewritten in matrix form as:

$$Z = (\phi I + \sum_{j=1}^k \psi_j (D^{1/2} A D^{1/2})^j) X = P(\tilde{A}) X,$$

where $\phi = \psi_0$, and $A$ could also be normalized by random walk normalization: $\tilde{A} = D^{-1} A$. Several existing works are analyzed below, showing that they are variants of Eq. (15) or (16):

1. **ChebNet** [21] first introduced truncated Chebyshev polynomial for estimating wavelet in graph signal processing. Based on this polynomial approximation, Defferrard et al. [13] designed ChebNet which embeds a novel neural network layer for the convolution operator. Specifically, ChebNet is written as:

$$\sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \theta_k T_k(\tilde{L}) X = (\tilde{\theta}_0 I + \tilde{\theta}_1 \tilde{L} + \tilde{\theta}_2 \tilde{L}^2 + \ldots) X,$$

where $T_k(\cdot)$ denotes the Chebyshev polynomial and $\theta_k$ is the Chebyshev coefficient. $\tilde{\theta}$ is the coefficient after expansion and reorganization. Since $\tilde{L} = I - \tilde{A}$, we have:

$$\sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \theta_k T_k(\tilde{L}) X = [\tilde{\theta}_0 I + \tilde{\theta}_1 (I - \tilde{A}) + \tilde{\theta}_2 (I - \tilde{A})^2 + \ldots] X,$$

which can be reorganized as:

$$\sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \theta_k T_k(\tilde{L}) X = (\phi I + \sum_{i=1}^k \psi_i \tilde{A}^i) X = P(\tilde{A}) X,$$

which is exactly Eq. (16)

2. **DeepWalk** [41] is a random walk based model that is integrated with deep learning technique. DeepWalk first draws a group of random paths from graph and applies a skip-gram algorithm to extract node features. Assuming the number of samples is large enough, then the transfer probability of random walk on a graph can be written as:

$$\tilde{A} = D^{-1} A,$$

which is the representation is as follows:

$$Z = \frac{1}{t+1} (I + \tilde{A} + \tilde{A}^2 + \ldots + \tilde{A}^t) X = \frac{1}{t+1} P(\tilde{A}) X$$

(3) **Diffusion convolutional neural networks (DCNN)** [2] considers using a degree-normalized transition matrix, i.e., renormalized adjacency matrix: $\tilde{A} = D^{-1} A$.

$$Z = W \otimes \tilde{A}^*,$$

where $\tilde{A}^*$ denotes a tensor containing the power series of $\tilde{A}$, and the $\otimes$ operator represents element-wise multiplication. It can be transformed as:

$$Z = (\psi_1 \tilde{A} + \psi_2 \tilde{A}^2 + \psi_3 \tilde{A}^3 + \ldots) X = P(\tilde{A}) X,$$

(4) **Node2Vec** [17] defines a 2nd order random walk to control the balance between BFS (breadth first search) and DFS (depth first search). Consider a random walk that traversed edge $(t, v)$ and now resides at node $v$. The transition probabilities to next stop $x$ from node $v$ is defined as:

$$\alpha(t, x) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{d_x} & \text{if } d_{tx} = 0 \\ \frac{1}{d_t} & \text{if } d_{tx} = 1 \\ \frac{1}{d_x} & \text{if } d_{tx} = 2 \end{cases}$$

where $d_{tx}$ denotes the shortest path between nodes $t$ and $x$. $d_{tx}=0$ indicates a 2nd order random walk returns to its source node, i.e., $t$, while $d_{tx}=1$ means that this walk goes to a BFS node, and $d_{tx}=2$ to a DFS node. The parameters $p$ and $q$ control the distribution of these three cases. Assuming the random walk is sufficiently sampled, Node2Vec can be rewritten in matrix form:

$$Z = \left( \frac{1}{p} I + \frac{1}{q} \tilde{A} + \frac{1}{q} (\tilde{A}^2 - \tilde{A}) \right) X,$$

which can be transformed and reorganized as:

$$Z = \left[ \frac{1}{p} I + \left( 1 - \frac{1}{q} \right) \tilde{A} + \frac{1}{q} \tilde{A}^2 \right] X = P(\tilde{A}) X,$$

where transition probabilities $\tilde{A} = D^{-1} A$ is random walk normalized adjacency matrix.

(5) **Simple Graph Convolution (SGC)** [48] removes nonlinear function between neighboring graph convolution layers, and combine graph propagation in one single layer:

$$Z = \tilde{A}^K X$$

(27)
over-smoothing issue [26]. Note that [A2] can also alleviate over-smoothing issue by manually adjusting the order number, while [A3] can automatically fit the proper order number. Several works explicitly or implicitly implement reverse propagation by applying rational function on the adjacency matrix [10; 26; 31; 34; 23; 29; 6]. Since general label propagation is implemented by multiplying graph Laplacian, reverse propagation could be implemented by multiplying inverse graph Laplacian as:

\[
Z = P(\tilde{A}) Q(\tilde{A})^{-1} X = \frac{P(\tilde{A})}{Q(\tilde{A})} X,
\]

where \(P\) and \(Q\) are two different polynomial functions, and the bias of \(Q\) is often set to 1.

1. **Auto-Regressive** label propagation (LP) [59; 57; 5] is a widely used methodology for graph-based learning. The objective of LP is two-fold: one is to extract embeddings that widely used methodology for graph-based learning. The objective of LP is two-fold: one is to extract embeddings that

match with the label, the other is to become similar to neighboring vertices. The label can be treated as part of node attributes, so we have:

\[
Z = (I + \alpha L)^{-1} X = \frac{I}{I + \alpha (I - A)} X = \frac{I}{(1 + \alpha) I - \alpha A} X,
\]

which is equivalent to the form of Eq. (29), i.e., \(P = I\) and \(Q = (1 + \alpha) I - \alpha A\).

2. **Personalized PageRank** (PPNP) [26] can obtain node’s representation via teleport (restart) probability \(\alpha\) which is the ratio of keeping the original representation \(X\), i.e., no propagation. \((1 - \alpha)\) is the ratio of performing the normal label propagation:

\[
Z = \alpha (I - (1 - \alpha) A)^{-1} X = \frac{\alpha}{I - (1 - \alpha) A} X,
\]

where \(\tilde{A} = D^{-1} A\) is random walk normalized adjacency matrix with self loop. Eq. (44) is with a rational function whose numerator is a constant.

3. **ARMA filter** [6] utilize ARMA filter for approximating any desired filter response function, which can be written in the spatial domain as:

\[
Z = \frac{b}{1 - a A} X.
\]

Note that ARMA filter is an unnormalized version of PPNP. When \(a + b = 1\), ARMA becomes PPNP.


5. **CayleyNets** [29] applies rational filtering function in the complex domain.

**Remark:** The computational cost of [A3] is expensive since it involves the inverse of matrix. Typical solution is to apply iterative algorithms [6; 26; 29].

### 4.4 Connection among spatial methods

Three groups of spatial methods introduced above (i.e., \(A1, A2, A3\)) are strongly connected under generalization and specialization relationship, as shown in Fig. (1): (1) **Generalization:** Local Aggregation can be extended to Order of Connectivity by adding more neighbors of higher order. Order of Connectivity can be upgraded to Propagation Direction by adding reverse propagation; (2) **Specialization:** Local Aggregation is a special case of Order of Connectivity when setting the the order to 1. Order of Connectivity is a special case of Propagation Direction if removing reverse propagation.

### 5 Spectral-based GNNs (B0)

Spectral-based GNN models are built on spectral graph theory which applies eigen-decomposition and analyzes the weight-adjusting function (i.e., filter function) on eigenvalues of graph matrices. The weights yielded by filter function are assigned to frequency components (eigenvectors) for reconstructing the target signal. Based on spectral operation, we propose a new taxonomy of graph neural networks, categorizing spectral-based GNNs into three subgroups:

#### 5.1 Frequency Aggregation (B1)

There exist numerous works that can be boiled down to adjusting weights of frequency components in the spectral domain. The goal of filter function is to adjust eigenvalues (i.e., the weights of eigenvectors) to fit the target output. Many of them are proving to be low-pass filters [31], which means that only low-frequency components are emphasized, i.e., the first few eigenvalues are enlarged, and the others are reduced. There exist a large number of works that can be understood as adjusting weights of frequency component during aggregation. Specifically, a linear function of \(g\) is employed:

\[
Z = \sum \theta_i \lambda_i u_i u_i^\top X = U g(A) U^\top X,
\]

where \(g\) is frequency filter function controlled by parameters \(\theta\), and selected \(l\) lowest frequency components. The goal of \(g\) is to change the weights of eigenvalues to fit the target output. Several state-of-the-art methods introduced in the last section are analyzed to illustrate this scheme:

1. **Graph Convolutional Network** [25] can be rewritten in spectral domain as:

\[
Z = \tilde{A} X = (I - L) X = U(1 - \Lambda) U^\top X
\]

Therefore, the frequency response function is \(g(\Lambda) = 1 - \Lambda\), which is a low-pass filter, i.e., smaller eigenvalue will be adjusted to a large value, in which small eigenvalue corresponds to low frequency component.

2. **GraphSAGE** [19] can be written in matrix form:

\[
Z = D^{-1}(I + A) X = (2 I - L) X = U(2 - \Lambda) U^\top X,
\]

so the frequency response function is \(g(\Lambda) = 2 - \Lambda\).

3. **Graph Isomorphism Network** (GIN) [53] can be rewritten as:

\[
Z = [(1 + \epsilon) I + A] X = U[(1 + \epsilon) + \Lambda] U^\top X.
\]

GIN can be seen as a generalization of GCN or GraphSAGE without normalized adjacency matrix \(A\). The frequency response function is \(g(\Lambda) = 1 + \epsilon + \Lambda\).

#### 5.2 Order of Approximation (B2)

Considering higher order of frequency, filter function can approximate any smooth filter function, because it is equivalent to applying the polynomial approximation. Therefore, introducing higher-order of frequencies boosts the representation
power of filter function in simulating spectral signal. Formally, this type of work can be written as:

\[ Z = \sum_{i=0}^{l} \sum_{j=0}^{k} \theta_i \lambda_j u_1 u_1^T X = U P(\Lambda) U^T X, \quad (37) \]

where \( g(\cdot) = P(\cdot) \) is a polynomial function.

(1) **ChebNet** [21] can be rewritten as:

\[ \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \theta_k T_k(\Lambda) X = (\theta_0 I + \theta_1 \Lambda + \theta_2 \Lambda^2 + \ldots) X, \quad (38) \]

where \( T_k(\cdot) \) is the Chebyshev polynomial and \( \theta_k \) is the Chebyshev coefficient. \( \theta \) is the coefficient after expansion and reorganization. Therefore, we can rewrite it as:

\[ \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \theta_k T_k(\Lambda) X = U(\theta_0 \cdot 1 + \theta_1 \Lambda + \theta_2 \Lambda^2 + \ldots) U^T X, \quad (39) \]

where \( g(\Lambda) = \theta_0 \cdot 1 + \theta_1 \Lambda + \theta_2 \Lambda^2 + \ldots = P(\Lambda). \)

(2) **DeepWalk** [41] updates representation as:

\[ Z = \frac{1}{t+1} (I + \tilde{A} + \tilde{A}^2 + \ldots + \tilde{A}^t) X \]

\[ = \frac{1}{t+1} (I+(I-\tilde{L}) + (I-\tilde{L})^2 + \ldots + (I-\tilde{L})^t) X \]

\[ = (\theta_0 I + \theta_1 \tilde{L} + \theta_2 \tilde{L}^2 + \ldots + \theta_t \tilde{L}^t) X \]

\[ = U(\theta_0 + \theta_1 \Lambda + \theta_2 \Lambda^2 + \ldots + \theta_t \Lambda^t) U^T X, \]

where \( g(\Lambda) = \theta_0 + \theta_1 \Lambda + \theta_2 \Lambda^2 + \ldots + \theta_t \Lambda^t \), and all parameters \( \theta_i \) are determined by the predefined step size \( t \).

(3) **Diffusion convolutional neural networks (DCNN)** [2] can be rewritten as:

\[ Z = P(\tilde{A}) X = P(I-\tilde{L}) X = U P(\Lambda) U^T X, \quad (40) \]

(4) **Node2Vec** [17] can be transformed and reorganized after substituting \( \tilde{A} = I - \tilde{L} \) as:

\[ Z = U[(1 + \frac{1}{p}) - (1 + \frac{1}{q}) \Lambda + \frac{1}{q} \Lambda^2] U^T X. \quad (41) \]

Therefore, Node2Vec’s frequency response function, \( g(\Lambda) = (1 + \frac{1}{p}) - (1 + \frac{1}{q}) \Lambda + \frac{1}{q} \Lambda^2 \), is a second order function of \( \Lambda \) with predefined parameters, i.e., \( p \) and \( q \).

(5) **Simple Graph Convolution (SGC)** [48] can be easily rewritten after substituting \( \tilde{A} = I - \tilde{L} \) as:

\[ Z = U[(K \cdot 0) \Lambda^1 + (K \cdot 1) \Lambda^2 + \ldots + \Lambda^n] U^T X, \]

where \( g(\Lambda) \) is a polynomial function of \( \Lambda \).

### 5.3 Approximation Type (B3)

Although polynomial approximation is widely used and empirically effective, it only works when applying on a smooth signal in the spectral domain. However, there is no guarantee that any real world signal is smooth. Therefore, the rational approximation is introduced to improve the accuracy of non-smooth signal modelling. Rational kernel based method can be written as:

\[ Z = \sum_{j=0}^{k} \theta_j \lambda_j u_1 u_1^T X = U P(\Lambda) Q(\Lambda) U^T X, \quad (42) \]

where \( g(\cdot) = P(\cdot) \) is a rational function, and \( P, Q \) are independent polynomial functions. Spectral methods process graph as a signal in the frequency domain.

(1) **Auto-Regressive filter** [59; 57; 5] can be rewritten as:

\[ Z = (I + \alpha \tilde{L})^{-1} X = U \frac{1}{I + \alpha(1 - \Lambda)} U^T X, \quad (43) \]

where \( g(\Lambda) = \frac{1}{I + \alpha(1 - \Lambda)} \)

(2) **Personalized PageRank (PPNP)** [26] can be rewritten in the spectral domain with substituting \( \tilde{A} = I - \tilde{L} \) as:

\[ Z = \frac{\alpha}{I - (1 - \alpha)(I - \tilde{L})} X = U \frac{\alpha}{\alpha I +(1 - \alpha) \Lambda} U^T X, \quad (44) \]

where \( g(\Lambda) = \frac{\alpha}{\alpha I +(1 - \alpha) \Lambda} \)

(3) **ARMA filter** [6] can be rewritten in the spectral domain with substituting \( \tilde{A} = I - \tilde{L} \) as:

\[ Z = \frac{b}{I - a(I - \tilde{L})} X = \frac{b}{(1 - a) I + a \Lambda} X. \quad (45) \]

Note that ARMA filter is an unnormalized version of PNP. When \( a+b=1 \), ARMA filter becomes PNP.

### 5.4 Connection among spectral methods

There is a strong tie among the above-mentioned three groups of spectral methods in the perspective of generalization and specialization, as shown in Fig. (1): (1) **Generalization**: Frequency Aggregation can be extended to Order of Connectivity by adding more higher order of eigenvalues, i.e., \( 1 \leq k \). Order of Connectivity can be upgraded to Approximation Type if the denominator of filter function is not 1; (2) **Specialization**: Frequency Aggregation is a special case of Order of Connectivity by setting the highest order to 1. Order of Connectivity is a special case of Approximation Type by setting the denominator of filter function to 1.

### 6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a unified framework that summarizes the state-of-the-art GNNs, providing a new perspective for understanding GNNs of different mechanisms. By analytically categorizing current GNNs into the spatial and spectral domains and further dividing them into subcategories, our analysis reveals that the subcategories are not only strongly connected by generalization and specialization relations within their domain, but also by equivalence relation across the domains. We demonstrate the generalization power of our proposed framework by reformulating numerous existing GNN models. The above survey of the state-of-the-art graph neural networks, showing that GNNs is still a young research area. Increasing number of emerging GNN models [15; 54; 9; 47; 51; 40] makes the theoretical understanding [33; 39] a urgent need. Therefore, the next-generation GNNs are expected to be more interpretable and transparent to the application [18; 3; 55].